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ABSTRACT:
One of the major masterpieces of international Gothic art (1350-1450) is located in the Aquila tower in Buonconsiglio castle, Trento,
Italy. The main room in the tower is completely frescoed with the Cycle of the Months, a rare example of medieval painting on a
nonreligious subject. The frescos depict medieval time month by month with stunning details of the landscape, costumes, and every
element of daily life. As part of the PEACH (Personal Experience with Active Cultural Heritage) project, the objective of this work
is to acquire the most suitable data and generate a textured 3D model for interactive manipulation and creation of a photo-realistic
walkthrough movie. This will give a vista to scientists, conservationists, historians, and visitors for looking at and studying this room
and its frescos in virtual reality. Since photo-realism of the frescos is of utmost importance, it became apparent that many issues
related to geometric and radiometric distortions must be addressed. For example, texture data is typically collected as images
containing specific lighting conditions. When these images are stitched together, discontinuities are usually visible. Another
predicament is the real-time requirement of visualisation and manipulation of 3D models. Since it is important to maintain the best
texture quality to visualize the details of the frescos and at the same time have smooth interactive visualization, memory problems
had to be addressed. We build upon existing techniques developed for texture acquisition and reconstruction to generate efficient
maps of high visual quality. Results of the first phase of the project are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives of the Project
The ultimate goal of this project is to create extremely realistic
visual experiences. This interprets to two conceptions: a photorealistic walkthrough movie and a 3D model that allows the
user interactive visualisation and manipulation. Obviously for
the Cycle of the Months frescos, texture is the most important
part of the model and any reduction in quality can affect scene
comprehension. In addition, user interactivity is important to
the understanding of the scene, so a drop in frame rate is
unacceptable. In this first phase of the project, we selected the
most appropriate technology and identified the main factors
affecting the visual quality of the models and the performance
of interactive visualization. When possible, we will use existing
software and hardware to accomplish our objectives. However,
problems that have no ready solution will be tackled with new
algorithms and specially developed tools.
1.2 3D Scene Reconstruction Techniques
The first step is to create a correct 3D model of the room. We
considered three alternatives for 3D scene reconstruction:
Image-based rendering (IBR): Although this does not include
creating a 3D geometric model [Kang, 1999], it may be
considered since the room is simple and has no other objects
but the walls and the ceiling. This requires taking overlapping
images from the middle of the room. IBR is basically restricted
to static scenes with static illumination, though some papers
make suggestions on how to work around this problem. A

second problem associated with certain techniques is that the
movement of the viewpoint is confined to particular locations.
In addition, without a geometric model there is the possibility of
perspective distortion.
Image-based modelling: These techniques are suitable for
regular geometric surfaces like architecture and monuments
[Debevec et al, 1996, El-Hakim, 2002]. Photogrammetric
methods can achieve high geometric accuracy, albeit without
capturing all fine geometric details. The geometry of the room is
a typical candidate for this approach. The same images used to
construct the geometry are also used for the texture.
Range-based modelling: These, mainly laser scanning, are
capable of capturing most geometric details, but the accuracy
varies notably from one scanner to another. Having a scanner
that can achieve reasonable accuracy for our room size may be
difficult since most commercial scanners are either designed for
long ranges (over 10 meters) or close ranges (less than 3
meters). Besides, the walls are mostly flat thus there are no fine
details we need to capture by a scanner. Regardless of which
scanner to use, we should separate acquiring geometry from
acquiring texture. Scanners with integrated texture or colour
acquisition will not provide the quality required for the detailed
frescos in a room of this size. Separate high-resolution digital
images should be taken and properly calibrated and registered
with the geometric data [Beraldin et al, 2002].
We collected the data with digital cameras and a laser scanner
however a detailed comparison between all methods using this
data will be the subject of a future paper. In this paper, we focus
on the image-based modelling approach as the most appropriate
technique. We first provide an overview of the main issues
associated with the modelling and real-time rendering of highly

textured real environments, and the main techniques currently
used to address these challenges. We then give some details on
the approach we employ to achieve photo-realism and
interactive visualisation. Results of the Cycle of the Months
modelling will be presented as a case study.
2. ISSUES IN REALISM AND VISUALIZATION

Too large deviations of the triangle mesh from the underlying
true object surface give rise to geometric errors. Since a triangle
represents a plane, applying too large triangles on even slightly
curved surfaces will results in features near the edges projected
on the wrong surface or disappear altogether. This has been
witnessed frequently with the frescos and required adding more
3D points to the surfaces at appropriately selected locations.

We divide the problems into those affecting visual quality or
photo-realism (photo-realism means no difference between the
rendered model and a photograph taken from the same
viewpoint), and those affecting manipulation or interactive
visualization (visualization here will always mean interactive
visualization). Obviously the purpose of visualization is to
provide smooth navigation through the model. This should be at
a rate of at least 20 frames-per-second otherwise human brain
can detect latency or jitter, even loss of interactivity may occur.
For most cases with current hardware, it is usually impossible to
achieve both photo-realism and smooth navigation without
some compromise. In fact, for most detailed models, the state of
the technology is such that neither is fully achievable yet.

2.1.2 Radiometric distortions: These usually result along
common edges of adjacent triangles mapped from different
images. The main reasons for the distortions are:
•
Different sensed brightness due to different camera
positions and/or change in illumination.
•
Non-linearity of the image response function.

2.1 Photo-Realism

The digitised brightness value for a pixel is not a measure of
scene radiance (radiance is the amount of light energy reflected
from a surface in all directions). There is an unknown nonlinear mapping between the pixel value and the scene radiance.
This non-linearity is largest near the saturated part of the
response curve. Knowing the response function allows merging
images taken at different exposure setting, different angles, or
different imaging devices. The inverse of the response function
is used to recover the scene radiance, up to a scale [Debevec
and Malik, 1997]. The response function can be applied to any
image taken by the imaging system, therefore, we can determine
the function for a given camera in a controlled environment as a
calibration process then apply it to the project images.

The issue of acquiring and constructing high-quality texture
maps has received less attention than the issue of capturing
high-quality geometry [Bernardini et al, 2002]. Traditional
texture mapping techniques, which are simply draping static
imagery over geometry, are not sufficient to represent reality. In
the following sections, we will discuss factors affecting photorealism and possible solutions to reduce their effect.
2.1.1 Geometric distortions: Due to the highly detailed
contents of the frescos, it is crucial to preserve every line or
edge and all minute painting details. Such textures on the
models can be visibly affected by any small geometric errors.
Sources of these errors can be divided into three categories:
•
•
•

Mapping between triangle plane and image plane.
Camera calibration and image registration.
The assumptions made in surface reconstruction and
the simplification of shapes by triangles.

The correct mapping between the triangle plane and the image
plane is given by a projective transform. Since most viewers do
not use this transform, distortion arises especially for large
triangles. For example the projection of a straight line inside the
triangle may become crooked. In addition, after the correct
mapping is computed and the texture is warped, the image must
be re-sampled or filtered. The easiest texture filtering method is
point sampling, wherein the texture value nearest the desired
sample point is used. But in general, this results in strong
aliasing artifacts. To get rid of those artifacts, sophisticated
filtering methods are needed such as space variant filters whose
shape varies as they move across the image.
When cameras with standard lenses are used, lens distortion
corrections must be applied else geometric distortions, like line
discontinuity, will be visible at common edges of adjacent
triangles mapped from different images. It is therefore important
that full camera calibration is applied and that it remains valid
for all images by keeping camera settings constant or applying
self-calibration. Accurate image registration, mainly
photogrammetric bundle adjustment, must also be implemented
to minimise geometric distortions.

A typical system captures a collection of images containing
particular invariant lighting conditions at the time of imaging.
Variation in the sensed brightness between images will result
when taking images from different locations and at varying
ambient lighting. When these images are stitched together,
discontinuity artifacts are usually visible.

Blending methods to create seamless texture maps have been
developed [Bernardini et al 2001, Pulli et al, 1998, Rocchini et
al, 2002, Wang et al, 2001]. Those techniques use the weighted
average of pixel values of triangles in the overlapping sections
between two adjacent textures. For example, Pulli et al, 1998,
used best 3 views to calculate new texture image. The colours of
the compatible rays are averaged together via a weighting
scheme that uses three different weights: directional weight,
sampling quality weight, and feathering weight. The task of the
directional weight is to favour rays originating from views
whose viewing direction is close to that of the virtual camera.
Not only should the weight increase as the current viewing
direction moves closer, but the other views’ weights should
decrease. The sampling quality weight directly reflects how well
a ray samples the surface. Their algorithm assigns to each
ray/pixel of each input image a weight that is defined as the
cosine of the angle between the local surface normal and the
direction from the surface point to the sensor. The feathering
weight is used mostly to hide artifacts due to differences in
lighting among the input images. Guidon, 1997, achieved
seamless radiometric continuity by radiometric normalization.
He combines scene-wide statistical normalization (matching
scene grey-level means and variances) with local operations
such as feathering or blending in overlapped regions. Blending
techniques will not always work in our application since some
triangles can be too large to have textures from several images.
When the lighting in the virtual environment where the texture
map is used differs from the lighting under which the texture

map was captured the resulting rendering will appear unrealistic
without light-dependent texture mapping. However, this method
adds considerably to rendering processing time since the system
repeatedly computes light directions using triangles normal.
In the planner walls even when proper lighting is implemented,
the rendering may look too smooth and unrealistically flat. An
improvement can be achieved by applying bump mapping. This
is done by introducing small variations in the surface normals
thus adding roughness and more realistic look to the lighted
surface [Rushmeier 1997], without the need to model each
wrinkle as a separate surface element.
2.1.3 Aliasing, jagged lines, and other effects: When textured
models are viewed from a long distance, aliasing, moiré effect,
jagged lines, and other visible abnormalities may result. This is
because when the surface is far away, a pixel on that surface
may be associated with several texels from the original texture
map. MIP-maps (MIP stands for ‘multum in parvo’), a sequence
of textures each of which is progressively lower resolution (by a
factor of 2) of the original image, is commonly used to solve
this problem [Williams, 1983]. The most appropriate texture is
selected depending on the polygon size or distance. Bilinear or
tri-linear filtering (to remove aliasing) and texture memory
caching are also needed. Since real-time re-sampling and
filtering can be computationally expensive, the required filtered
representations of the original texture may be pre-computed and
stored. This will increase the total size of texture by a maximum
of one third. Although most recent hardware supports MIPmapping operations, the actual managing and set up of caching
scheme is up to the application.
2.1.4 Dynamic Range: The dynamic range of a scene (the ratio
between its brightest and darkest parts) is usually much higher
than the inherit limit in the digital image dynamic range (8-bits
per colour channel). This results in the flattening of the
response curve (saturation) at the bright areas and the inability
to resolve details in the dark areas. A high dynamic range
(HDR) image can be assembled from multiple low dynamic
range images on the scene taken at different exposure settings
[Debevec and Malik, 1997].
2.2 Interactive Visualization
Due to the fact that this project focuses on high quality textures,
the texture size could end up being quite large. The rendering
algorithm should be capable of delivering images at interactive
frame rates, even for very large textures. We now discuss the
main factors affecting the performance of a rendering system.
2.2.1 Hardware: Specifications affecting processing speed are:
number of geometric transformations that can be performed per
second; the number of triangles that can be rendered with
texture per second; the available main and texture memory; and
the disk and network access speed (bandwidth). Memory
limitations become the main issue for large textures. Some of
these hardware specifications will affect only start up time. For
example significant computations are needed initially in order
for the rendering software to build an internal representation of
the scene graph. Also high bandwidth is crucial to load the
model and texture in memory at reasonable time at start up.
2.2.2 Size of the geometric model: Most existing techniques
for real-time rendering [Baxter et al, 2002, Cohen-Or et al,
2003] focus on the geometry (reducing the number of triangles)
rather than the texture. For example, hierarchical levels of detail

(LOD), where objects far away from the viewpoint are rendered
with pre-sampled lower resolution representations, is a standard
technique that is supported by most scene graph libraries. No
further details will be given here since typically in image-based
modelling it is not the geometry that affects real-time rendering
but the texture size when using high-resolution images.
2.2.3 Texture size: For a project like this, the total texture size
will likely be several hundreds of mega bytes. If the on-board
texture memory is less than the active texture (the texture that
must be in texture memory), swapping will occur resulting in
noticeable performance degradation. Fortunately it is rare that
all the textures are needed for one frame. To take advantage of
this, two techniques are suitable in our case: view frustum
culling, which skips rendering and loading into memory parts of
the model that are outside the view frustum; and MIP-mapping,
which was originally developed to reduce aliasing as discussed
in section 2.1. If all the texture fit into texture memory then
there is usually no problem, else the viewing application must
work out a texture caching routine that decide on which texture
to keep or move into memory and which to move to RAM, or
even to the system virtual memory [Cline and Egbert, 1998 and
Dumont et al, 2001]. To make texture caching more efficient it
is recommended to divide the scene into smaller uniform
groups, each with a small texture with width and height to be a
power of two. This makes it possible to control the file size and
the rendering speed more precisely.
Another effective performance enhancement technique for both
geometry and texture is occlusion culling, which skips objects
that are occluded by other objects. This is not needed in our
room model since there are no occluding objects.
3. MODELLING AND RENDERING PROCEDURE
Here we summarise the modelling and rendering approaches
used for this project as well as the employed software tools. We
generally perform the following steps:
1.

Create geometrically accurate models with imagebased modelling based on photogrammetry.
2. Divide the model into optimum, or efficient size,
groups of triangles.
3. Select best image for each group.
4. Compute texture coordinates of vertices using internal
and external camera parameters.
5. Compute radiance images of all images from the
calibrated response curve.
6. Re-sample and filter pixels within each triangles
based on projective transformation between the
triangle plane and the image plane.
7. Apply radiometric corrections to the textures.
8. Create MIP maps.
9. Create bump maps.
10. Render with efficient rendering software.
Some of these operations have already been described above or
are self-explanatory. Those requiring more details are given in
the following sections.
3.1 Image-Based Modelling
The image-based modelling approach used for this project is the
semi-automatic technique described in El-Hakim, 2002, and
partially implemented in the ShapeCapture commercial
software [www.shapecapture.com]. Version 4 has all the tools

we needed and was used to create each individual model. The
bundle adjustment in the software was done with free network,
and model scales were determined from a small number of
linear measurements (such as window dimensions) collected
while taking the images.
3.2 Texture Mapping and Texture Corrections
Some corrections to texture maps, mentioned later in this
section, are done with specially developed software. We also
use HDR Shop from Paul Debevec [www.debevec.org] to
determine the response function of the digital camera.
Since the room shape is rather simple, and all the geometry is
properly modelled, there is no need for view-dependent texture
mapping. Also since the room lighting dynamic range is not
high (except at the windows, however we are not interested in
the scene through the windows), we decided to use standard
images digitised at 10-bits per colour with the digital camera, or
14-bits with a scanner, rather than high dynamic range images.
In the future, the effect of using HDR images will be studied.
Selecting most appropriate image to texture: With sufficient
image overlap, the texture of a triangle can be obtained from a
number of different images. A reasonable choice is to select the
image in which the triangle appears largest and taken along the
normal. However, this may result in having too many different
images assigned to adjacent triangles. One method to repair this
is to locally re-assign triangle patches to images. In this step, the
initial assignment is changed based on the image assignment of
the adjacent triangles and the image area covered by the triangle
in alternative images. In effect, local re-assignment generates
larger groups of triangles mapped from the same image and
eliminates isolated triangle texture mappings. Thus, the number
of triangle edges where adjacent triangles are mapped from
different images is reduced.
Proper Geometric Fit: The employed method defines a local
texel coordinate system for each 3D triangle. The texel size, in
object coordinates, can be set to the desired resolution.
Projective transformation between the plane of the triangle and
image plane is determined and used to re-sample the texture
within each triangle. This is followed by low pass filter to
remove high frequency noise introduced by this re-sampling. As
mentioned in section 2.1.1 full lens distortion is used for all
texture mapping transformations.
Radiometric Differences: Our approach for radiometric texture
corrections has been originally developed in El-Hakim et al,
1998. We address this problem by a correction method termed
"global grey-value adaptation" and another correction on a pertriangle basis, termed "local grey-value adaptation". Here, grey
value means colour channel value (red, green, or blue). The
global grey-value adaptation estimates grey-value offsets
between images. The grey-value differences along the border of
adjacent regions of triangle sets are minimized by least-squares
adjustment. The adjustment is much like in the case of a
geodetic height network. Here the observed height differences
are replaced with grey-value differences along region borders.
Additional weighted observations of type hi = 0 ensure nonsingularity and prevent the offset from drifting away across
larger scenes. The local grey-value adaptation modifies the
grey-values of each triangle to ensure smooth transitions to all
adjacent triangles. However, this is not straightforward since if
we observe offset o1 along triangle edge e1 and o2 along e2 it is
unclear how to correct the grey-values in the vicinity of the

triangle vertex where e1 and e2 intersect. Thus, we have adopted
a technique based on iterative procedure. In order to force a
gradual change to grey-values within a triangle, we fit a plane to
the grey-value offsets observed at the triangle borders. The
plane parameters are determined by a least-squares adjustment
that minimizes these differences. After correcting the greyvalues according to the plane parameters, this process is iterated
several times. Usually, there are no discernible changes after a
few iterations.
Another method to reduce texture discontinuities is to use
texture blending instead of the adaptations described above.
When blending is selected, the mapping algorithm does not try
to find the best image for each triangle but rather computes the
texture from all images the triangle appears in by forming a
weighted average [see section 2.1.2]. While blending is an
algorithmically simple approach that diminishes geometric as
well as radiometric discontinuities, it must be noted that it
usually introduces a detectable blurring effect. It has to be
decided from case to case if global and local grey-value
adaptation, which produces sharper texture maps but does not
completely correct artifacts at adjacent triangles, or texture
blending, which better reduces artifacts at adjacent triangles but
tends to blur the textures, is the better choice.
3.3 Rendering
In order to achieve the desired performance, a special software
for interactive visualisation, named “Il Teatro Virtuale” has
been developed at VIT [Paquet and Peters, 2002] using scene
graph tools. Those tools are data structures used to
hierarchically organize and manage the contents of spatially
oriented scene data. They offer a high-level alternative to lowlevel graphics rendering APIs such as OpenGL. Examples of
scene graph supported languages are VRML, Java 3D, MPEG4, and of course SGI Open Inventor which is the earliest of
those. Our PC-based loader is developed with Java 3D which
gives complete control over the rendering process (unlike other
languages).
4. RESULTS: THE WALKTHROUGH MOVIE
One of the objectives of the project is to create a photo-realistic
walkthrough movie of the “Cycle of the Months” frescos. In
order to portray the room in the proper context, the movie also
includes the outside view of the Aquila tower and the entrance
to the room. Therefore, we created the following 3D models:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The outside walls of the tower including part of the
long walkway leading to the room.
The entrance to the room from inside the walkway.
The walls of the room.
The ceiling of the room.

4.1 Design Considerations and Data Collection
One of the decisions that had to be made is whether to use film
camera then digitise the film or directly use a digital camera.
Although the film produces better quality and dynamic range
than digital camera, it still needs to be digitised with a scanner
and thus degradations and non-linearity are introduced. We
used both: 5 Mega-pixels (1920x2560 pixels) digital camera;
and a metric film camera and digitised the images at 2256x2900
pixels resolution. The results shown here are with digital
camera only. A detailed comparison between the two,
particularly regarding the texture quality, is in progress.

One of the restrictions was the size of the room [7.75 m x 5.95
m x 5.35 m (H)], which resulted in a small coverage per image
(without fish-eye lens). This required taking 16 images to cover
the walls and 8 for the ceiling. This could take a rather long
time during which lighting conditions may change and result in
inconsistent illumination. For the outer tower model and the
entrance to the room through the walkway, 5 and 2 images were
taken respectively. This resulted in a total image size of 472
Mega-bytes. After cropping the images to the size of the triangle
groups, this was reduced to about one third. The average texture
resolution was 2 mm x2 mm area of the wall per pixel. Figure 1
shows a top view of the room with camera locations for wall
images (white solid circles) and ceiling images (grey solid
squares).

between the two walls. When only using a small number of
points and assuming planes in areas without points, the lines
along the corner did not project on the correct wall and lines
that span the two walls had visible discontinuity. This shows
that any small geometrical error will be visible in this class of
models with frescoed walls. In most other types of architecture,
where walls have uniform colours, such errors may be tolerated.

Figure 3: Corner where geometric accuracy is critical.

Figure 1. Room top view with camera locations.
4.2 Geometric Modelling and Basic Texturing Results
Results of the geometric modelling are shown in figure 2 in
wire-frame. A floor was added to the room model using 3ds
Max with the floor texture assembled from the images.

Without applying any texture correction, we notice in the corner
where one wall texture was taken from the first image and the
other wall texture was taken from the last image (the 16th) that
there is a visible illumination difference (figure 4). This is
because the difference in time between the two images was
about 30 minutes, which was enough for the lighting conditions
to change even though we used a flash. Corrections to this
problem remain experimental and may take several iterations to
achieve acceptable results, as mentioned in section 3.2.

Figure 4: Lighting variations between first and last image
4.3 Creation of the movie
Figure 2: Wire-frame models of the different parts (clockwise:
walls, ceiling, tower, and entrance)
After texture mapping, sometimes we needed to reconstruct the
model with extra points to account for small deviations from
plane for some walls. For example in the corner shown in figure
3, we had to increase the number of points near the intersection

The three interior models (the walls, the ceiling, and the
entrance) were registered in the same coordinate system using
common points. The outside model of the tower did not need to
be registered with the others since in the movie there is no
direct continuation between them (the movie fades from the
outside scenes into the inside scenes). Images of the tower
showing the surroundings were also used. Everything was put
together in 3ds Max and Adobe Premier software. A few

trials were necessary in order to get the proper viewing angle of
the virtual camera, the path of the camera, and the rendering
speed. Not all the radiometric texture corrections mentioned in
section 2 were necessary for the movie (they will all be needed
for the interactive model). This is because many of the artifacts
were not visible from the virtual camera viewing range used for
the movie (figure 5). However, all the geometric corrections had
to be applied.
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Figure 5: Snapshot of the movie
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although current results from image-based modelling are
promising, the use of laser scanning combined with highresolution texture maps is being implemented. A software
package named TexCapture to texture map laser scanners data
has been completed and expected to be commercially available
in the spring of 2003. We would like to investigate whether the
scanner can capture finer details, such as small curvatures and
non-straight edges, and whether this gives more realistic
experience.
The current model works in real-time on a 2.4 GH PC with 128
MB texture memory and 1GB RAM using our rendering
software. However, in this phase we have not used HDR images
or image-based lighting techniques. In the future these
techniques will be applied and their effect on realism and
performance will be examined.
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